Abstract. Let Γ be a finite graph and let Γ e be its extension graph. We inductively define a sequence tΓ i u of finite induced subgraphs of Γ e through successive applications of an operation called "doubling along a star". Then we show that every finite induced subgraph of Γ e is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of some Γ i . This result strengthens [9, Lemma 3.1].
1. Statement of the result 1.1. Notations. Throughout this note, let us fix a finite graph Γ and its vertex set V " VpΓq " ta 0 , . . . , a n´1 u.
We will mostly follow the terminology and notations in [9] .
For U, W Ď ApΓq, we define U W " tu w : u P U and w P Wu Ď ApΓq.
We put V e " V ApΓq .
Recall that the extension graph Γ e is defined as the commutation graph of V e in ApΓq; see Definition 2.1.
It will be convenient for us to denote
We have a map p¨q˚: V e Z Ñ V e defined by the formulà
For example, if a, b, c P V then we have pa´2q bc q˚" a bc . For each w P ApΓq, we let }w} denote the word length of w. In other words, }w} is the smallest nonnegative integer ℓ such that we can write for some s i P V and e i P t´1, 1u. In this case, we define the support of w as supp w " ts 1 , s 2 , . . . , s ℓ u Ď V.
1.2. Double of a graph along a star. Let X be a graph. For S Ď VpXq, we denote by XpS q or by XS the subgraph of X induced by S . The star of a vertex v in X is the set of vertices in X that are either equal or adjacent to v. We denote the star of v as St X pvq or Stpvq. We define the link of v as
Fix a vertex v of X. Let S 0 , S 1 be sets with some fixed bijections
Then we can define a new graph Y by requiring that
and that ta, bu P EpYq if and only if one of the following holds: (i) a, b P S i and tρ i paq, ρ i pbqu P EpXq for some i " 0 or 1.
(ii) a P S i , b P Stpvq and tρ i paq, bu P EpXq for some i " 0 or 1. This theorem strengthens Lemma 3.1 in [9] , where the proof of the lemma is omitted. As there has been much interest recently concerning on the combinatorial structures of extension graphs [4, 3, 10, 5, 6, 7] , we decided to write down a very detailed construction of such a sequence tΓ i u iě0 .
Universal sequence
We denote the symmetric difference of two sets A and B as A△B. Definition 2.1. Let X be a subset of a group G. The commutation graph of X, denoted as CGpXq, is the simplicial graph whose vertex set is X and in which two distinct vertices x, y P X are adjacent if and only if rx, ys " 1.
Note that we have the natural homomorphism ApCGpXqq Ñ xXy defined by the unique extension of Id X .
Lemma 2.2 ([2, 9], cf. [8, 1]). Let G be a group and X 0 Ď G be a subset such that the natural homomorphism
ApCGpX 0Ñ xX 0 y is an isomorphism. Suppose u P X 0 , and define
We define φ : xX 0 y Ñ Z 2 by φpuq " 1 and φpvq " 0 for all v P X 0 ztuu. Then CGpX 1 q is the double of CGpX 0 q along the star of u P X 0 . Moreover, we have the commutative diagram
where the left two vertical maps are natural isomorphisms.
Let us now define an infinite sequence tu i u iě0 Ď V e Z as follows:
, . . . and so forth. For each i ě 0 and 0 ď j ă 2n, one can more succinctly write
We then have an infinite sequence tU i u iě0 of subsets of V e Z defined as U 0 " V,
We will call the sequence tpu i , U i qu iě0 as a universal sequence in Γ e . Note that a universal sequence depends on the choice of the enumeration V " ta 0 , . . . , a n´1 u.
The following lemma is the basic building block for our construction. Proof. For i ě 0 and 0 ď j ă n let us note
So, part (1) is obvious. Part (2) follows from an induction combined with Lemma 2.2. For part (3) , assume x, y P U i satisfy x˚" y˚. Then we can write x " pu g q k and y " pu h q m for some u P V, g, h P ApΓq and k, m P Zz0. Since x m " y k in ApΓq, part (2) implies that x " y.
Consider part (4) . The map p¨q˚defines a natural bijection
Note that for x, y P V e Z , we have rx, ys " 1 ô rx˚, y˚s " 1.
Hence CGpU i q and Γ e Ui " CGpUi q are isomorphic.
The following lemma shows that the sequence tCGpU i qu iě0 eventually contains copies of all the finite induced subgraphs of Γ e . 
The proof of this lemma is postponed until the next section. Let us first deduce the main theorem of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Lemma 2.4.
We can find a finite set W Ď ApΓq such that VpΛq Ď V W . By the conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma, the graph Λ is an induced subgraph of Γ e UK. Lemma 2.3 implies that Γ e UK is obtained from Γ by successive applications of doubling along stars, as desired.
Inflating powers of letters
In this section, we find a map σ satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.4. i . We call p f 1 , . . . , f ℓ q as the right-counting vector corresponding to the word in (*).
The right-counting vector for this word is p f 1 , . . . , f 7 q " p3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0q.
Let us consider a different word representing the same element:
Then the corresponding right-counting vector becomes p4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 0q.
A word in (*) is called a canonical expression for w if the corresponding rightcounting vector satisfies the following two conditions:
If f i " f j for some i ă j and if we write s i " a p , s j " a q for some 0 ď p, q ă n, then we have that p ă q and that ra p , a q s " 1.
Lemma 3.2. Each w P ApΓq admits a unique canonical expression.
Proof. Let p f 1 , . . .q be the right-counting vector for a word representing w. Put A " p# of pi, jq where i ă j and f i ă f j q, B " p# of pi, jq where i ă j, f i " f j and s i " a p , s j " a q for some p ą qq.
A canonical expression for w is then obtained by minimizing the lexicographical order of the tuple pA, Bq, resulting in p0, 0q.
3.2. Proof of Lemma 2.4. Recall our notation tpu i , U i qu iě0 , which is defined in the previous section. In order to prove Lemma 2.4, it suffices for us to consider the case when W " BpMq " tw P ApΓq : }w} ď Mu for some positive integer M.
Let w P BpMq be written as (*), which is not necessarily canonical. Denote by p f 1 , . . . , f ℓ q the corresponding right-counting vector. We define We claim the map σ : BpMq Ñ ApΓq thus defined satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4. The condition (ii) is implied by Lemma 3.3 (2), so it remains to show the condition (i). For v P V, we let Zpvq " xSt Γ pvqy, which is the centralizer group of v in ApΓq.
Lemma 3.5. For u, v P V and x, y P BpMq, we have the following.
(1) xy´1 P Zpuq iff σpxqσpyq´1 P Zpuq.
(2) xy´1 P ZpvqZpuq iff σpxqσpyq´1 P ZpvqZpuq.
Proof. Let us consider reduced expressions
x " x 0¨p , y " y 0¨p
such that x 0¨y´1 0 is reduced. Then we have reduced expressions
σpxq " x 1¨σ ppq, σpyq " y 1¨σ ppq for some words x 1 and y 1 . We can write
for some k ě 0, t i P V and g i , h i P Zz0; furthermore, g i and h i have the same sign for each i. In particular, x 1¨y´1 1 is reduced and so, the conclusion follows.
For each u, v P V and x, y P BpMq, Lemma 3.5 (1) implies the following equivalences: So the map σ satisfies the condition (i) of Lemma 2.4, as desired.
